In current study the numerical experiments have been conducted to elucidate the role of Richardson number and free-stream orientations on the flow dynamics and aerodynamic parameters for the conditions (Re = 140, 0 ≤ Ri ≤ 1.2,0 o ≤α ≤ 45 o , ϕ = 0 o and Pr = 0.71). The flow around a heated square cylinder is assumed to be two-dimensional. Also the flow is unsteady, incompressible, viscous and laminar unconfined flow. Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation is utilized to consider the effects of buoyancy. To discretize the momentum and energy equations finite difference method is employed. Implicit pressure correction scheme is utilized to solve the equations. The flow is found to be unsteady periodic flow for the selected range of parameters except at α= 0º and 0.4 ≤ Ri ≤ 1.2. The heat transfer rate is observed maximum from the front face(s) of square cylinder. Mean lift coefficient at α= 0º is zero for every Richardson number chosen. For chosen free-stream orientations mean lift coefficient is zero at Ri = 0.0. Mean drag coefficient increases with increasing Reynolds and/or Richardson numbers.
Introduction
Scientists from the field of fluid dynamics and researchers are very much interested to know the dynamics of flow around the bluff bodies. The applications are seen in the fields of electronic cooling, heat exchangers, and chemical reactors etc. Norberg [1] examine experimentally the flow for fixedrectangular cylinders. The parameters chosen are free-stream orientation D= 90º, cylinder orientation 0º ≤ I≤ 90º, Re is from 400 to 30000, blockage ratio (B/R) ˂ 5%, aspect ratio (AR) ˃ 50 and side ratio (SR) from 1 to 5. They observed that the flow is influenced by I and SR due to the reattachment andshear/edge interactions.Sohankar et al. [2] investigated two-dimensional, incompressible and unsteady flow around a cylinder at D= 90º, 0º ≤ I≤ 45º, Re = 45-200 and BR = 2.5%-5%. They observed the relationship associated between critical Re and I for vortex-shedding onset as, 51.2 at 0º, 51.0 at 10º,48.7 at 20º, 44.0 at 30º and 42.0 at 45º, respectively at BR = 5%. Turki et al. [3] investigated numerically a heated square cylinder for two-dimensional unsteadyflow field for Sharma and Eswaran [4] investigated numerically for α = 0 o , I o , Ri> 0 and Ri< 0, Reynolds number = 100, Prandtl number = 0.7, and Richardson number Ri = -1 to 1. They analysed the two-dimensional heat transfer and flow field around a cylinder at a constanttemperature. Viscousdissipation term is neglected. They observed the critical Ri = 0.15 for vortex-shedding suppression. Yoon et al. [5] studied numerically the two and three-dimensional characteristics at α = Hasan and Rashid [6] numerically investigated the vortex-shedding suppression at I = 0 o , α =0 o -90 o , Pr = 0.71,Ri = 0-1.6, Re = 60 & 100 around a heated circular and square cross-section cylinder. The suppression of shedding of vortices occurred at higher magnitudes of Ri for the selected range of parameters. They reported in their study the two distinct components of baroclinic vorticity generation rate to control the shedding suppression laws in the Ri-α parametric space. Anshumaan and Rashid [7] carried out a study to find out the effect of Ri and Re on the dynamics of flow and heat transfer. The flow around a square cylinder is investigated. Parameters chosen are Re = 1-10, Ri = 0-0.75, Pr = 100, α = 90° and I = 0°. They found that front face(s) of cylinder exerted the max. heat transfer.It is concluded from the above study that none of the earlier studies have accounted the effects of α and Ri on streamline patterns, contours of vorticity, isotherm patterns, coefficient of lift and coefficient of drag for parameters Re = 140, 0 ≤ Ri ≤ 1.2,0 o ≤α ≤ 45 o , ϕ = 0 o and Pr = 0.71.
Mathematical Formulation
The continuity, momentum and energy equations are taken in the present study for unsteady, twodimensional, laminar, incompressible and viscous flow around the cylinder. Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation (Tritton [8] ) is used to consider the buoyancy effects. The continuity, momentum and energy equations; Continuity Equation
T is the temperature in eqs. At the surface of square cylinder, the normal momentum condition is utilized for pressure. At infinite distancefrom cylinder,free-stream conditions is considered. The methodology for the generation of an O-type structured grid, numerical scheme, boundary conditions on the artificial boundary including inflow and outflow portions, and at the solid surface of cylinder are discussed in detail in the study of Hasan and Rashid [6] . Pressure correction scheme (similar to SMAC scheme) is used in the present work and is discussed in study of Hasan &Sanghi [9] & Hasan et al. [10] . The mass and momentum governing equations are discretized by employing spatial discretization of finite difference type on a body-fitted grid. The fourth-order central scheme is used for diffusion terms in the interior, and a hybrid scheme is used for convection terms i.e. KunioKuwahara's [11] upwind scheme&4 th order central is utilized. At solid and artificial boundary(points near to boundaries), for both diffusion & convection terms a 2 nd order central schemes is used. For momentum interpolation, the concept of Rhie and Chow [12] is implemented. Figure 3 shows that the isotherms crowding is found more on front face(s) with respected to other faces of cylinder. Isotherms crowding on front face(s) leading to higher heat transferrate than other faces. Fluid particles accelerate quickly with increasing Richardson number, leading to large heat transfer around the cylinder at higher magnitudes of Richardson number. Numerical simulations at Reynolds number 140, Prandtl number 0.71, α = 0º-45º and Ri = 0-0.8 conducted to elucidate role of Richardson number and free-stream orientations on fluid dynamics and aerodynamic parameters. It is seen from C L and C D time histories that the flow initially for α= 0º is unsteady accompanied by vortex-shedding, and steady for the range of Richardson number 0.4 ≤ Ri ≤ 1.2. At α= 30º and α= 45º unsteady periodic flow is observed on downstream side of wake for the selected range of Richardson number. Mean (time mean) lift coefficient at Ri = 0.0 is found to be zero for selected free-stream orientations range. Magnitude of mean lift coefficient at α= 0º is always found to be zero for the entire range of Richardson number. It is depicted in Figs. (5)-(6) that the magnitude of amplitudes are found large at α= 30º and α= 45º than at α= 0º, due to shedding of large size vortices.
Results and Discussion
It is seen from the time histories of C D that amplitudes of C D are shifting in upward direction either with the increase in Re and/or Ri. Shifting of amplitudes with increasing Re/Ri increases mean (time mean) drag coefficient as depicted in Fig. 6 . It is also seen from Figs. (5)-(6) that the transition is found more at Ri = 0.0 and reduces at higher values of Richardson number. The trend is found similar for all values of α. Mean drag coefficient is found large at higher magnitudes of Richardson number for the entire range of free-stream orientations. At large magnitudes of Richardson number, the fluid particle accelerates rapidly across the cylinder resulting in large pressure gradient, leading to large mean drag coefficient. Maximum C D is observed at α= 45º&Ri = 0.8. 
Conclusion
Numerical experiments have been conducted in order to find out the outcome of α and Ri on streamline patterns, contours of vorticity, isotherm patterns and time histories of C L and C D . Simulation have been carried out at Re = 140, 0 ≤ Ri ≤ 1.2,0 o ≤α ≤ 45 o , ϕ = 0 o and Pr = 0.71. It is found that the flow is unsteady periodic flow with shedding of vortices at α = 0 o &Ri = 0.0 and α = 30 o , 45 o &0 ≤ Ri ≤ 1.2, and steady for α = 0 o &Ri = 0.4, 0.8 with attached counter-rotating vortices behind the cylinder. Clustering of isotherms are found more on the front face(s) of the cylinder and further increases with the increase in Reynolds number and/or Richardson number leading to higher rate of heat transfer with increasing Re and/or Ri. It is found that large size of vortices are shed behind the cylinder at higher magnitudes of free-stream orientations. Mean C L is zero at α = 0 o &0 ≤ Ri ≤ 0.8 and at α = 30 o , 45 o &Ri= 0.0. Amplitudes of drag coefficients are shifted in upward direction with increasing Re and/or Ri. Mean drag coefficient increases either with increasing Re and/or Ri.
